18th annual Brooklawn’s Intense Games

Event #1 - Balls, Balls, Balls
PARTICIPANTS:

13* (10 forming a human chain, 1 coach, 2 to carry giant ball)
*The human chain can be shorter in the case of smaller teams

TIME ALLOWED:

Elapsed time will be recorded and scored as below…

SCORING:

Place
Student Teams
Adults/Alumni

1st
6
6

2nd
5
4

3rd
4
2

4th
3

5th
2

6th
1

EVENT RULES:


The ten‐person human chain is formed by each participant extending their left hand back
between the legs and grasping the right hand of the person behind them. The first person in
the chain will be wearing a large football jersey. At the horn, the coach will direct the
human chain to carefully proceed down their lane to the center line…



The coach will give the front member the SMALL BALL, and he/she will then roll it back
through the legs of his team to the back member, who then will rush to the front of the
chain with the small ball. This member now rolls the small ball back to the new back
member, who runs up to the front of the chain with it. The coaches may only touch the ball
if it leaves the human chain, and then only to return it to the front member. This process
continues until the original first member (wearing the football jersey) has returned to the
front of the line. Once complete, the ten‐person chain relinks and travels around the far
end cone, returning to the center line…



The front member then must grab the MEDIUM BALL and pass it under his/her legs to the
next member of the chain. The second member must then pass the medium ball over
his/her head to the third member of the chain. The third member must then pass the
medium ball under, the fourth over, and so on until the back member receives it. When the
medium ball reaches the back member, he/she brings it to the front of the line and the
process continues until the original first member (wearing the football jersey) returns to the
front of the line. Once complete, the twelve‐person human chain relinks and travels back to
the start line. Once the entire chain has crossed, all its members should sit down…



Two other team members will then carry the GIANT BALL back‐to‐back to the far end cone
and return to the start line. Their hands must be locked together at all times, and if they
drop the giant ball they must return to the start line and begin again. The elapsed time for
the team will be recorded once the two coaches complete this task and sit down with the
other team members.

PENALTIES:


A ten second penalty will be added for each line break when traveling to and from the
center area.

